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A N  E N D O C H R O N I C  T H E O R Y  A C C O U N T E D  F O R  

D E F O R M A T I O N  I N D U C E D  A N I S O T R O P Y  

HAN-CHIN W u , *  HONG-KI HONG, and JUN-KAI L u *  

National Taiwan University 

Abstract--An anisotropic quadratic form of plastic strain increment is used to define the intrin- 
sic time in the endochronic theory of plasticity. Based on this new definition, a yield function 
can be derived. This new version of endochronic theory can describe the expansion, translation, 
rotation, and distortion of the yield surface. While the initial yielding is in the form of the Mises 
yield criterion, the distortion of subsequent yield surfaces is expressed by the compression or 
sl:retching of the Mises yield surface. The effect of sharp front and blunt rear of the yield sur- 
face is considered to be of secondary importance and neglected in the interest of keeping the 
equations simple. This idealization will not much affect the prediction power of the model, 
because the plastic strain increment is in the radial direction emanating from the center of the 
current yield surface and is not normal to the current yield surface. In this theory, the plastic 
deformation is thus not sensitive to the exact shape of the yield surface. It has been shown that 
the proposed theory is capable of describing the experimental results of three different metals 
considered. The test series investigated include several different paths of prestress. 

!. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this article is to discuss the deformation induced anisotropic behavior 
of metals in the small strain range by use of the endochronic theory of plasticity. For 
an initially isotropic material, the deformation induced anisotropy is explicitly shown 
through the motion and distortion of the yield surface and the flow rule. It has been 
previously shown by VAtA~rlS [1980] and further discussed by Wu and YEH [1987] that 
yield surface may be deduced from the endochronic constitutive equations. However, 
in most previous works (VALANIS [1980], WU et  al. [1986], Wu e~ YEH [1989]), the hard- 
ening rule for the yield surface used combined isotropic-kinematic hardening. The dis- 
tortion of the yield surface was not accounted for. 

Wu and YEH [1987] considered the distortion of yield surface by use of a distortion 
function that is based on the geometric concept of Pnn.LiPS and WENG [1975] and EISEN- 
BERG and YEN [1984]. According to this concept, the distortion function takes differ- 
ent values along different radial lines emanating from the center of the yield surface. 
Wu and YEH [1987] further modified the endochronic equation to account for the strain 
path dependent rate of kinematic hardening. Therefore, the rate of change of the back 
stress :is anisotropic in this theory. In their formulation, the plastic strain increment, 
although normal to the initial yield surface, is not normal to subsequent yield surfaces. 

In this work, the endochronic constitutive equations are those derived by Wu and YEn 
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[1987] and account for the anisotropic rate of back stress evolution. However, the iso- 
tropic hardening function describes only the effect of isotropic hardening and is not used 
as in Wv and YEn [1987] to describe the distortion of yield surface. Instead, the distor- 
tion of yield surface is accounted for by redefining the intrinsic time. It has thus been 
shown that the form used to define the intrinsic time is closely related to the shape of 
the yield surface. 

The shape of yield surface is known to depend on the prestress history. Even though 
the Mises yield criterion is generally accepted as providing a reasonable representation 
of the initial yield surface, it does not describe the subsequent yield surface well. Exper- 
imental findings show that the subsequent yield surface can expand in size, translate, 
distort, and rotate depending on the material being tested and the loading path in the 
stress space. A brief summary of experimental investigation of yield surface may be 
found in Wu and YEH [1991]. 

Numerous efforts are found in the literature with the goal of more closely represent- 
ing the subsequent yield surfaces. These efforts are usually carried out in connection with 
the classical plasticity theory, which defines a yield surface and a flow rule. The major- 
ity of the works have concentrated in the description of the shape and the position of 
the yield surface and use the usual expression for the flow rule, assuming normality con- 
dition for the plastic strain increment with respect to the current yield surface. Some of 
the researchers proposed yield functions that contain high order terms (the algebraic 
approach), and others fit the shape and position of subsequent yield surfaces from the 
geometric viewpoint (the geometric approach). Although the goal of describing the dis- 
tortion of yield surface has been achieved by some of the models, the complex expres- 
sions of the models reduce their usefulness. 

In the algebraic approach, BAtTOV and SAwcztn~ [1965] defined a yield function given 
by 

2 F  = N i j k l ( S i j  - -  oti))" (Skl  - -  Otkl) - -  2 k  z = O, (1) 

where Nijkt is a fourth order tensor; s i j  is the deviatoric stress; et;j is the back stress; k 
is a scalar function, and N i j k l  and a,-j are tensorial functions of the plastic strain e~. In 
addition, N i j k t  can be separated into an isotropic part I i jkt  and an anisotropic part A i j k t .  

By using the polynomial form and neglecting higher order terms, the anisotropic part 
P P is written as A i j k t  = A e i j e k t ,  which, when combined with Prager's linear kinematic hard- 

ening rule, would make eqn (1) read 

2 F  = s i j s i j  - 2 s i j o t i j  + A o t i j o t k l ( s i j  - -  o t i j ) .  (Sk t  - -  OLXI) - -  1 = O, (2) 

where A is a material constant. In this model, the yield locus of a thin-walled tube does 
not rotate when subjected to either axial extension or pure torsion, in agreement with 
experimental results. However, in the case of combined loading, even for a proportional 
loading, the model always predicts a rotation of the subsequent yield surface, which is 
not substantiated by experimental findings (PI-In.LIPS & TANG [1972]; WU & YEH [1991]). 

LEE and ZAV~.RL [1978, 1979] used the form 

3 F  = M i j ( a i  - o t i ) ' ( o j  - otj) - k 2 = O, (3) 
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where M o. is the distortion tensor and ai and a~ are vectors formed by the components 
of stre, ss aij and back stress o~o.. REES [1984] used the yield condition 

f =  Cijaij + CijktaijOkt + Cijklmn~Tij~kttYmn - -  1 = 0 (4) 

and showed that the components of the sixth rank anisotropy tensor Cij*Zmn are physi- 
cally significant in presenting the distortion. By employing the method of BALTOV and 
SAwc~K [1965], IM~ANI and INotrE [1987] used the following expression for the aniso- 
tropic part: 

A[ijkl = P [ o l o ( a  --  o/a) 2 -I- O/r(T --  O/r) 2 ] 

+ Q [ a o ( a -  ~o) + a~(r - c ~ ) ] [ o ( o -  ao) + r ( r -  a~)] - 1 = O, (5) 

where P contributed to the description of the Bauschinger effect and Q described the 
cross effect. In eqn (5), (a,r)  and (ao,a~) are, respectively, the stress and the back 
stress components during axial-torsion of a thin-walled cylinder. 

In tlhe geometric approach, KtrRTYKA and ZYCZKOWSKI [1985] and KtJRTYKA [1988] 
used tlhe five dimensional space of IzYuSmrr [19541 and LENS~CY [1960] tO describe the 
subsequent yield surfaces. PHILLIPS and WENG [1975] and EISEr~BERG and YEN [1984] 
divided the yield surface into the forward and rear parts and introduced a mapping tech- 
nique that maps the initial yield surface into subsequent yield surfaces. This mapping 
was employed by Wu and YEH [1987] where they described the distortion of yield sur- 
face by use of the endochronic theory. 

In this work, it is realized that the incorporation of all factors that lead to anisotropy 
tend to result in complicated equations that are undesirable in application. Therefore, 
our effort is to keep the equations simple but realistic as compared to experimental find- 
ings. This goal may be achieved by a proper simplification of the distortional behavior 
of the yield surface. 

Experimental results of subsequent yield surfaces (PmLLIPS & TAN6 [1972]; PmLLIPS 
et al. [1974]; Wv & YEn [1991]) show that the forward part of the yield surface inflates 
and the rear part deflates as the loading proceeds. The main feature of distortion is the 
decrease in the aspect ratio, which is the sum of rear and forward parts over width. A 
secondary feature is that the subsequent yield surfaces develop sharp fronts and blunt 
rears. The extent of sharpness of the front part depends on the material being tested and 
also on the definition of yield surface. PHIT.LIPS and TAr~G [1972] excluded prestress 
points from the yield surfaces and resulted in less sharp yield surfaces, whereas Wu and 
YEH [1991] included those points and the front part of their yield surfaces looked sharp. 
It is our opinion that a correct description of the aspect ratio of the yield surface would 
account for the major part of the deformation induced anisotropy of material. The 
description of a sharp front and blunt rear is of only secondary importance. By neglect- 
ing this secondary factor, the prediction of the model would not be much affected, but 
at the same time the model would gain the advantage of simplicity. The assumption 
seems reasonable in this case because the normality of the plastic strain increment of 
this model is with respect to the initial yield surface and not to the subsequent yield 
surfaces. 

In tlais article, a modified form of endochronic theory is presented to describe sub- 
sequent yield surfaces of initially isotropic metallic materials. Assuming a Mises initial 
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yield surface, the subsequent yield surface can expand due to isotropic hardening, trans- 
late due to kinematic hardening, and change its aspect ratio due to distortion. In this 
way, all major observed behaviors of  metallic materials can be described. The theoret- 
ical results are then compared with the experimental results for three materials. 

!I. AN ANISOTROPIC FORM OF ENDOCHRONIC THEORY 

Assuming that materials being considered are plastically incompressible, an aniso- 
tropic form of  the endochronic constitutive equation derived by Wu and YEn [1987] is 

de/] fo z de~l sij = Sy -~z + ,~ijk~(z - z ' )  dz----- 7 dz', (6) 

where 

[,~] = 

~ z O  0 0 0 0  

0 # 0 0 0 0  

0 0  ~ 0 0 0  

0 0  0 ~ 0 0  

0 0 0 0  v 0 

0 0 0 0 0 v 

(7) 

with 

tt(Z) = ~] tti e x p ( - m i z ) ,  (8)  
i 

z,(z) = ~ ui e x p ( - n i z ) ,  (9)  
i 

and 

de~ = de8 s s .  (10) 
2G 

In the above equations, eij is strain; G is shear modulus; and Sy is a material constant 
proportional to the initial yield stress in shear. The kernel functions/~(z) and u(z) con- 
sist of n exponential terms in which tzi, m~, ui, and ni are material constants; z is intrin- 
sic time that is used to register deformation histories, and Aijkt is a fourth order tensor. 
Note that, when/~i = ui and mi = ni, the two kernel functions are equal, that is, #(z)  = 
u (z),  and the following constitutive equation for isotropic rate of  kinematic hardening 
is recovered: 

de~ fo z de~ dz'. (11) sir = Sy --~z + ~,(z - z ' )  dz---7 

Equation (6) may be rewritten as 
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de p de p 
so - ~o  = sy  -~z = s ~ f ( z )  d~ ' (12) 

where 

d~ 
f ( z )  = dz '  (13) 

d~ 2 = d g P . d E  p, (14) 

and 

fo z de~'t Olij ~ -  /~ijkl(Z -- Z ' )  dz-- 7 dz'. (15) 

The intrinsic time z is scaled by a function f ( z ) ,  so that another intrinsic time ~" is defined 
through eqn (13). The intrinsic time ~" is further defined in terms of the plastic strain by 
eqn (1.4). The funct ionf(z)  has been shown to represent strain hardening and is referred 
to as ~the hardening function. The back stress ae ,  given by the integral of eqn (15), 
specifies the position of the center of yield surface. 

From eqn (12), the yield surface is usually represented by 

( s o  - oLo)" ( s o  - oLij) = s ~ y ( z )  2. (16) 

If f ( z )  is isotropic as in VALANIS [1980], then f ( z )  represents isotropic hardening and 
c~ 0 the kinematic hardening. Eqn (16) thus describes a combined isotropic-kinematic 
hardening by use of the Mises yield criterion. On the other hand, the expression: 

de  p = _1 (s - ~t) d z  (17) 
Sy 

may be obtained from eqn (12), which is the plastic strain increment and may be 
regarded as the flow rule. 

In the axial-torsional strain space, eqn (14) is reduced to 

d~ -2 = k I (dcP) 2 + k2(d~lP) 2, (18) 

where [~P is the plastic axial strain and '~P is the plastic tensorial shear strain, kl = 3 and 
k 2 = 2 for initially isotropic materials subject to constant plastic strain-rate 
deformation. 

IlL A MODIFIED THEORY ACCOUNTED FOR YIELD SURFACE DISTORTION 

The endochronic theory presented in the previous section is now modified by rede- 
fining the intrinsic time as 

d~ 2 = d£ p. K .  de. p (19) 
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instead of the definition given in eqn (14). This definition of intrinsic time is similar to 
the original one proposed by VALANIS [1971], except that the plastic strain is used instead 
of the total strain. In eqn (19), K is a fourth rank material tensor and is positive defi- 
nite. In all previous investigations, K was assumed to be isotropic throughout the course 
of deformation for mathematical simplicity. This assumption is now relaxed so that K 
depends on the direction of loading. Eqn (19) simply asserts that the rate of accumulation 
of the intrinsic time ~'is not the same, when the material is subjected to shear and when sub- 
jected to tension. However, K is initially isotropic for initially isotropic materials. 

Due to the symmetric property of the plastic strain tensor d£ p, tensor K enjoys the 
following symmetry: 

p p p p 
deijKijkldek/ = dek/ Kk/ijdeij 

and 

p p p p 
deuKi jk tdek /=  dcijgiflk detk 

Thus, 

Kiikt = Kklij = Kiitk. (20) 

and the number of independent components of the anisotropic tensor K is reduced from 
81 to 21. 

By the substitution of  eqn (17) into (19), the following expression is obtained 

[ (S  - -  a t ) ' L ( "  (S  - -  a t )  - -  S 2 f ( z )  2 ] d~ 2 = O, (21) 

which then reduces to 

(s - at).K. (s - at) = S2yf(z) 2 with d~ "2 ~ 0 (22a) 

o r  

d~ -2 = 0. (22b) 

Equation (22a) is the yield criterion of this anisotropic version of the endochronic theory, 
and eqn (22b) describes the elastic behavior, which may be seen from (10) and (19) due 
to the positive definiteness of  K. In this version, at still represents the back stress and 
f ( z )  the isotropic hardening function. The von Mises yield criterion, eqn (16), is recov- 
ered when K is isotropic and given by 

Kijkt = K~ fijtS,t + K~(tSik6jt + 6itfjk), (23) 

where K~ and K~ are constants and 6ii is the Kronecker delta. 
Equation (22a) represents a distortion from the Mises yield criterion due to the pres- 

ence of  K. This criterion may be used for the initial as well as the subsequent yielding. 
In particular, eqn (22a) can accommodate the idea that the initial yield surface is of  the 
type of  von Mises, but the subsequent yield surfaces are obtained by the compression 
and stretching of the Mises yield surface. It should also be pointed out that while the 
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plastic strain increment is still given by eqn (17) in this modified theory, this tensor is 
no longer normal to the yield surface when K is not isotropic. 

An important point to make here is that the definition of intrinsic time directly affects 
the form of  the yield function, so that the intrinsic time defined by (19) leads to a yield 
function defined by (22a). On the other hand, a slightly different definition of  intrin- 
sic time, such as 

d~ 2 = d g P ' K ' d g  p + t r ( L . d e  p) d~ (24) 

would lead to a yield function given by 

(s - a)._K.(s - et) + S y f ( z )  t r [ L . ( s  - et] = S 2 f ( z )  2, (25) 

where L is a material tensor. 

IV. THE CASE OF AXIAL-TORSIONAL LOADING 

Explicit equations are obtained from the modified theory in the case of  axial-torsional 
loading:. This may be accomplished by considering the application of  axial-torsional 
loads to a thin-walled tubular specimen. Because the material is assumed to be plasti- 
cally incompressible and the cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) are used in this discussion, 
the conditions de~  + dePrr + de~o = 0 and derPr = dePo apply. The matrices of  the devia- 
toric stress s, the back stress or, and the plastic strain increment de  p are 

S = 

- o  0 0 
3 

--Gr 
0 r 

3 

20 
0 r 

3 

-o~= 0 0 
2 

0 -- Olzz 
2 t~°z 

0 OtOz Otzz 

and 

d c  p = 

/ 

- d e P  0 0 [ 
2 

1 0 - d e P  
2 dl~P 

0 d*l p dE p 

(26) 

in the cylindrical system. Note that de~ = d~. p and the stress tensor • is (o , r ) .  The 
matrices in eqn (26) may also be written as column vectors as: 

[ 2o] 
[ s ] ~ =  T ~ ' 

ozz) ozz) ,r. ,]  
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and 

[d~'P]T : [ -dep2 dep d~P] " (27) 

For the present case, and by observing the symmetry of  eqn (20), the tensor K can be 
represented by a square symmetric matrix given by 

l Kll K12 K13] 

[K] = Klz K22 K23/. 
KI3 K23 K33J 

(28) 

In considering the theory of the form of eqns (19) and (22a), it is now easy to show, by 
the substitution of  (29) and (26) into (19), that 

d~ 2 = dgP.K.d£ p 

= ( /~1 _K12+K22) (dep )2+  (2K23_K13)(deP)(drlP)+K33(dTip)2 (29) 

= g I (deP) 2 + 2K3(deP)(drl p) + K2(d'qP) 2, 

where 

g l  1 
Kl -- K12 -F/(22 

4 

K2 = K33 (30) 

1(3 = ½ (2Kz3 - K13) 

and that eqn (22a) reduces to 

4KI(a 3 2 4 K 3 ( o _  3 - ~Oqz) + ~Otzz)(r - Oto z) + K2(7 - aOz) 2 = sflf(z) 2. (31) 

It is seen that the yield function is an ellipse in the tr versus r space. As plastic defor- 
mation occurs, the ellipse will change its shape, depending on the values of  KI and/(2,  
when the semimajor and semiminor axes change their lengths. At the same time, iso- 
tropic hardening takes place according to the function f ( z )  and the ellipse translates 
according to the magnitude of  the back stress a .  In addition, rotation of  the yield sur- 
face occurs according to the value of  2K3. Therefore, the major features of  subsequent 
yield surfaces as observed experimentally by PnrtTn, S and TANO [1972] and Wu and YEH 
[19911 can all be described. 

Experimental results of  Phillips and his coworkers suggested the lack of  rotation of  
the yield surface if preloading was purely axial or purely torsional. No rotation was 
observed when the purely axial preloading was followed by a shear loading while keep- 
ing the axial load constant. This was also true in the corresponding case of  pure shear 
followed by an axial loading while keeping the shear stress constant. Rotation of  yield 
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surface', was observed only when the path of preloading was inclined to the axial and tor- 
sional axes in the stress space. Based on the aforementioned observations, it is reason- 
able to assume that K3 is non-zero only when the loading path is inclined. The value of  
K3 must also be zero at initial yielding even for an inclined path. 

For  initially isotropic materials at initial yielding, eqn (29) and (31) are given by 

and 

d~ z = KI(dCP)  2 + K2(drlP) 2 (32) 

4K102 + K2 r2 = S fl, (33) 

where K3 = 0. When K1 = 3 and K2 = 2, eqn (32) reduces to eqn (18) and eqn (33) 
becomes 

0 . 2 + 3 7 . 2  3 2 = ~Sf, (34) 

which is the Mises yield function. Therefore, the functions K~, K2, and/(3 have the ini- 
tial values of 3, 2, and 0, respectively. 

The details of modeling the compression and stretching of  yield surfaces are now dis- 
cussed based on the yield function given by (31). An affine transformation is used either 
to deform an ellipse into another ellipse with different aspect ratio or rotate an ellipse 
into one with a different orientation. The equation for an ellipse in the x/-frame is 

al x2 + 2a3xlx2 + a2 x2 = a4, (35) 

where ai are coefficients defining the shape and size of an ellipse. By scaling the xi with 
the following relations: 

Yl = x l / m  Y2 = x 2  (36) 

eqn (35) is rewritten as 

where 

ClY 2 -I- 2C3 v l y  2 + c 2 y  2 = C4, (37) 

ca = a i m  2 c 2 = a 2  c3 = a a m  c 4 = a 4 .  (38) 

Eqn (37) is an ellipse that has been stretched or compressed and, therefore, its aspect 
ratio is different than that of  (35). 

On the other hand, a rotation of the ellipse of  (35) through an angle 4~ about the 
x3-axis would result in 

where 

b l Y  2 + 2b3YlY2 + b2y  2 = b4, (39) 

y~ = x~ cos 4~ + x2 sin q~ 

Y2 = --X! sin q~ + x2 cos q~ 
(40) 
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and 

b~ = al cos z ~ + a2s in  2 ~ + 2a3 sin ~ cos q~ 

b2 = al sin 2 ~b + a2 COS 2 (~ - -  2a3 sin 4~ cos 4~ (41) 

2b3 = 2 ( - a l  + a2)sin ~b cos ~b + 2a3 (COS2 ~ - -  sin 2 ~b). 

The new axes Yi are lying in the directions of  the major and minor axes of  the ellipse. 
Each of  the above affine transformations is applied to a corresponding reference 

ellipse. The initial yield surface is the initial reference ellipse, which will remain so until 
a change of  direction in the stress path takes place. Eqn (37) is used to describe the com- 
pression or stretching of  the ellipse when moving along a straight path. The last ellipse 
immediately before the change in direction of  the stress path is then taken as the refer- 
ence ellipse for the rotated ellipse governed by eqn (39). Upon the change of  direction, 
transformation (40) applies, and eqn (39) will then describe the rotated yield surface. 
The compression or stretching of  the ellipse along a straight path after the rotation is 
described by eqn (37), using the ellipse immediately after the rotation and expressed by 
eqn (39) as the reference ellipse. The actual application of the affine deformation and/or 
rotation depends entirely on the loading path being investigated. The rotation of  axes 
occurs at each change of direction of  the stress path. 

To simplify computation, the coordinate frame of  the yield surface is assumed to coin- 
cide with the frame of the back stress. The distortion of yield surface can be conveniently 
visualized when there is no isotropic hardening, that is, when f ( z )  = 1. The following 
expression of  m is proposed to describe the reduction of  the sum of  the forward and 
rear parts of  the yield surface during a loading process. As the loading continues, this 
sum will eventually become steady. The expression is 

m = d l -  ( d l -  1)exp(--d21Otd]Z), (42) 

where d~ and dE are material constants and od d is the difference of  the current back stress 
and the back stress of  the corresponding reference ellipse. When the loading path changes 
its direction, the coordinate frame will rotate through an angle ~ = tan -I (daoz/dazz). 
With the help of  this angle and eqn (42), the stretching and rotation of  the subsequent 
yield surface may be simulated. In this work, the location of  the center of  yield surface 
is determined from experiment throughout the stress path. Therefore, daoz and dotzz are 
known. 

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, the theory is compared with three sets of  experimental data, each for 
a different material. Each experimental data set involves several preloading paths. By 
use of  the experimental results, which include the stress, the back stress, and the plas- 
tic strain, the material constants mentioned in the previous section are determined. It 
is shown that the theory of  this article expressed by eqns (19) and (22) is capable of  sim- 
ulating the data set considered to a reasonable degree of  accuracy. The figures of  this 
section are drawn using a as the horizontal axis and r '  = q~ r as the vertical axis. 

Figs. 1-4 show the theoretical results compared with the experimental data of  PmL- 
Lws et al. [1972, 1974]. Eqn (29) is used which, when compared with (33), gives al = 2, 
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a2 = 2,. and a3 = 0. The material constants o f  eqn (42) are determined to be dl = 3.4 
and d2 = 0.0015 (MPa) -2. These constants are used in the simulation for various paths 
in this test series. The specimens were made of  commercially pure aluminum 1100-0, and 
the test data at 70°F are o f  interest here. Figure 1 shows specimen S-5 under monotonic  
tensile prestress. Four subsequent yield surfaces are simulated (Symbol • denotes 0 pre- 
stress, • o = 37.9, • a = 46.5, # o = 52.5, and • o = 63.5 MPa).  It is seen that the 
agreement is quite satisfactory. Figure 2 shows the initial and subsequent yield surfaces 
with prestress in torsion (Symbol • denotes 0 prestrain, • r = 12.2, • r = 16.1, • r = 
24.3, and • r = 27.5 MPa). The third subsequent yield surface was from specimen S-12, 
whereas the remaining yield surfaces were from specimen S-4. The agreement between 
the theory and the experiment is again quite good.  Figure 3 shows the yield surfaces o f  
specimen S-8 under a combined axial- torsional  proportional  prestress [Symbol • 
denotes 0 prestress, • o = r = 18.4 MPa,  • tr = r = 28.2 MPa),  and Fig. 4 shows the 
results o f  specimen S-10. This test was subjected to a combined proportional axial- 
torsional loading fol lowed by an axial preloading (Symbol • denotes 0 prestress, • o = 
r = 26.9 MPa,  • o = 50.8, and r = 19.6 MPa).  In the analysis, the x~-axis was first 
taken 'to be in the direction o f  the proportional stress path and then rotated clockwise 
through an angle o f  60 degrees (in the a-r' space) at the final stage o f  prestress. It is seen 
that the agreement is quite satisfactory for such a complex preloading path. 

Experimental data o f  Wtr and Yrri [1991] for annealed AISI type 304 stainless steel 
are considered next. In this test series, three specimens were loaded with three differ- 
ent prestress paths. Specimen YA was loaded in pure tension; specimen YS was in pure 
torsion; and specimen YB was under a combined prestress of  proportional tension and 
torsion. For the description o f  results o f  this test series, the material constants are dl = 
1.5 and d2 = 0.0005 (MPa) -2. Figure 5 shows the initial and the first three subsequent 
yield surfaces o f  specimen YA under monoton ic  tensile prestresses (Symbol • denotes 
0 prestrain, • de p = 540 X 10 -6, • arc p = 2232 x 10 -6, and • de. p = 4184 × 10-6); 
Fig. 6 shows the initial and the first, the second, the fourth, and the seventh subsequent 
yield surfaces with prestresses in torsion (Symbol • denotes 0 prestrain, • d~ p = 35 x 
10 -6, d,1 p = 85 x 10 -6, • d~l p = 727 x 10 -6, and • d,1 p = 3809 x 10-6); and Fig. 7 
shows the initial and the first four subsequent yield surfaces o f  specimen YB under com- 
bined tension-torsional  prestresses ( S y m b o l .  denotes 0 prestrain, • de  p = 47 x 10 -6 
and d~l p = 64 x 10 -6, • de p = 283 × 10 -6 and d~l p = 357 x 10 -6, • de p = 1502 x 10 -6 
and d~7 p = 2249 x 10 -6, • de  p = 5241 x 10 -6 and d~ p = 7897 x 10-6).  The agreement 
between theory and experiment is quite good when the prestress point is not considered 
a point on the yield surface. As previously mentioned,  PHILLn~S and TANG [1972] 
assumed that the yield surface would not include the prestress point; but Wu and YEll 
[1991] argued that the yield surface should include the prestress point, because in a con- 
tinuous loading, the load is always at the prestress point. If it is so, then the sharp-front 
effect o f  the subsequent yield surface is quite pronounced and is not well described by 
our model  for this material. 

Finally, the experimental results o f  Wtz et  al. [1992] are simulated. In this test series, 
specimens were made o f  annealed isotropic high purity cast aluminum. This material 
shows significant isotropic hardening which is described by eqn (13). A step-by-step cal- 
culation is used. The intrinsic time increment d z  is calculated from eqn (17), and dg" is 
from (129). For each step, the value o f  m is first determined from (42) with dl = 1.43 
and d:, = 0.021 (MPa) -2. The cis are then calculated from (38) in the case when the 
ellipse is undergoing deformation.  In the case o f  rotation o f  the ellipse, the angle ~ is 
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Fig. 7. Yield surfaces with proportional  tension-torsion prestress for 304 stainless steel. 

first determined f rom the back stress, eqn (41) is then used to compute the bis. The cur- 
rent values of  Kis are then found by comparing (31) with (37) in the case of  deforma- 
tion or with (39) in the case of  rotation of the ellipse. Their initial values have been given 
earlier to be KI = 1.5, K2 = 2, and/ (3  = 0. 

Fig. 8 shows the yield surfaces of  a specimen with several tensile prestresses (Sym- 
bol • denotes 0 prestraln, • d8 p = 0.58 × 10 -2, • de p = 2.0 x 10 -2, a n d ,  d8 p -- 5.8 × 

10-2). In this case, de p :/: 0 and d~ p = O, and (17) and (29) reduce, respectively, to 

and 

d z  --  Sy d e  p (43)  

d ~  2 = Kn (deP) 2. (44) 

Fig. 9 shows that of  a specimen with prestresses in torsion with d~ p ~ 0 and de p = 0 

(Symbol • denotes 0 prestrain, • d~ p = 0.5 x 10 -2, and • d~ p = 5.0 x 10-2). In this 
case, eqns (17) and (29) reduce to 

and 

d z -  SydTIP (45) 
( r  - o~0~) 

d~ 2 = Ke( dTIP) 2. (46) 
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By putting the values of dz and df  from (43-46) into eqn (13), the current value o f f ( z )  
can be obtained. Finally, eqn (31) is plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. The agreement between 
the theoretical and experimental results are quite good for this test series. 

Vi. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The version of endochronic theory discussed in this article leads to an anisotropic yield 
function that is capable of describing the expansion, motion, and distortion of the yield 
surface. Although the motion includes the translation and rotation, the distortion 
includes only the deformation (compression or stretching) of the Mises yield surface. 
The direction of the plastic flow is independent of the shape of the subsequent yield sur- 
face and is in the radial direction emanating from the center of the current yield sur- 
face. A new definition of intrinsic time is given that is appropriate for the anisotropic 
yield function. Other definitions may be used. The different expressions for intrinsic time 
specify the different degrees of anisotropy that the theory is capable of describing. An 
isotropic definition of intrinsic time, which was used in most of the previous studies, 
limits the theory to a combined isotropic-kinematic hardening rule. 

Due to the nature of this study, stress space has been used. In other applications, with 
information supplied in the plastic strain space, eqns (12), (13), (19), and the differen- 
tial form of (15) may be used to find the corresponding stresses. 
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